
Question Answer

How can I get access to OfficePlus to Excel Integration 

conversion tool?

It is uploaded to the EPM User Group, so all our customers can access it and try it 

out. You can find it here:

https://community.infor.com/infor-epm-user-group/f/infor-d-epm-

discussions/24952/officeplus-to-excel-integration-migration-tool---download-

change-and-share

How can I join Infor EPM User Group You need to be part of Infor Concierge and then search for EPM User Group. More 

information is available in the guide that was uploaded to this webinar home page:

https://pages.infor.com/20210413-hfe-pm-webinar-d-EPM-v-12-webinar-series-

part5.html

For conversion tool - do I need both environments in 

parallel? How the migration path for users should like?

Currently, migration tool requires connection to OfficePlus and v.11 OLAP 

database, however this can also be changed by modifying VB process. Excel 

Integration access is required only for checking of results and not required during 

migration.

Does the UI support single-sign on with windows user? We support windows credentials, however, no single-sign at the moment. In the 

future we plan to introduce feature when we will use sign-in process related to you 

Office Account, so when you sign in inside Excel to Microsoft365, we would re-use 

this connection.

Is there a plan to enable self-service style report creation 

directly to Excel integration?

Yes - it's on the roadmap. At the same time, Self-Service in Dashboards is focused 

more on the business users with more features planned than in the future Excel 

Integration. Our analysis shown that majority of users do Ad-Hoc on the web as 

simpler and more functional tool, so this is our current priority.

How Long (how many characters) can entered in the 

comments. We Need a solution to add very Long text in the 

comments - is it possible?

This is not restricted by Excel Integration, but defined in OLAP database, where 

text can be entered either as notes, rich notes or as text cube values. You can find 

more about limits in the documentation:

https://docs.infor.com/depm/12.0.x/en-

us/depmolh_cloud/default.html?helpcontent=olap_cloud/cmd1510174521996.html
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Can we pass filters into the Dynamic formula to help filter 

out elements of the dimension?

It is planned to be part of GET.AXIS function as well Ad hoc user interface. 

Currently it is not supported.

I updated to 2021-04 last Friday but cannot find the 

INFOR.GET.AXIS in Excel-integration. How can I find it?
It is part of June release, 2021-06.

How do we share files with other users? There is no 

Repository of excel files in v12 like there was in Office Plus.

Correct, there is no storage of files within d/EPM, so any other shared storage can 

be used instead (Teams, SharePoint, etc.).

We only have domain/windows users using imported AD 

groups. in our repository... I assume that this still works.
Correct, this is supported with IFS configuration.

Does new Excel Integration allow VBA Macro execution?

This is not related to v12 Excel Integration, it is rather to the new Add-ins provided 

by Microsoft. The answer is tricky. I am using VBA for some tasks, but the coding is 

extremely tricky, because the new add ins are asynchronous so not everything is 

working. However, Microsoft has introduced Office Scripts - JavaScript based 

automation which will in the future support also direct calls to our add in.

Re Modeling: Where is it possible to enter/change/edit 

measures/dimensions (new year, edith cost center 

names,....)?

There is a brand-new Administration component for these tasks, where measures 

can be manually added, uploaded or imported with help of modeling tools. You can 

find more in Infor EPM User Group Community under administration educational 

sessions.

So, with roles being not a part of Excel integration - how 

can we administrate d/EPM roles?

Within same Administration component that was mentioned in previous question. 

There is new User roles, groups and permissions dashboards for these tasks.

What version of Excel Integration was shared during 

presentation.

During the presentation, a mix of functions from current GA release (2021-04) and 

future releases (2021-06) were presented. Ad-hoc analysis plans to be released 

with June release (2021-06).
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Please provide training videos for the new dynamic 

features as soon as available

There are several educational videos in EPM User group today. We also just 

recently posted a new session about dynamic axes – session dEPM-694.

Which Office client or online versions are 

required/supported?

The short answer is the product name should include ‘365’. The longer answer is in 

KB 2064499:

https://support.infor.com/espublic/EN/AnswerLinkDotNet/SoHo/Solutions/SoHoVie

wSolution.aspx?SolutionID=2064499

When and how will rules be comprehensible in V12 Office 

Plus?

If this a question about Cell Note with details about Cube rules, then it is now a part 

of Self-Service ad hoc report where users can get this information about cells. 

However, both custom Application Studio reports and new Excel Integration can 

also request same data using integrated functions and parameters.

Will splasher work in the same way as in the past?
Yes it is possible to do splashing operations today with Infor.Get.Value or 

Infor.Write.Value functions.

Can you confirm if we can write back to the cubes with 

this new version of Office Plus.

Yes, v12 supports writeback/splashing operations.

Are there a list of key words/expressions for Coleman on 

what is feasible?

Coleman is an open tool where customers can create their own ’skills’ (key words 

or content that is being asked). Results can be a value from d/EPM, set of values 

from d/EPM, charts, redirection to d/EPM screens or execution of Application 

Engine processes.

Will this new Admin interface be presented in another 

webinar as well?
That’s a very good idea. We will consider it as a topic. 

How will the event agent work in version 12?

There is no support for event agent in v.12, but we have couple of alternatives: 1. 

Use Application Engine processes and 2. we plan to release a new functionality 

which has concept similar to Event agent (update of d/EPM values triggered by the 

event of changing other d/EPM values). The latter is going for release later in 2021.
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